Abstract
Introduction
The legacy software problem is becoming more relevant than ever since companies are bound to short software release cycles. Code which has been working for years needs to be changed in order to support new environments and to enter new markets. Rewriting huge applications is cost-intensive and error-prone. The main problem however is the monolithic structure of many applications which makes it difficult to extend functionality and to increase portability. Since the software has grown for years, the challenge of entering new markets (like web-enabling the software) or keeping a short release cycle is solved by adding more manpower on the project which in turn increases costs. Another problem is the so-called legacy code of applications in use. This code might be undocumented and the original authors have left the company years ago. To solve these problems, new paradigms (OO, SOA) and new refactoring tools (Eclipse) have been invented to help restructuring the software. However, most solutions are focusing only on a single aspect of the transformation process but the problem of rearchitecturing a legacy application is manifold.
An important class of applications are business software systems which implement custom business processes. Business software systems have many common legacy problems, specific to this type of application, such as tightly-coupled source code and therefore no strict separation of concerns, and no coding conventions. Many of these software systems have been written using an integrated development environment (IDE) which is bound to a particular operating system and programming language. The IDEs used in the 1990s (like Delphi) did not enforce a clean separation of business logic and representation code, leading to the aforementioned tightly coupled source code. Nowadays, these business software systems used in production are far too huge to rewrite the software from scratch. Since different types of software require different strategies, we have proposed an incremental transformation process [13] which addresses the problem of rearchitecturing a monolithic business software. This process defines a chain of transformation steps to transform a monolithic software system into a modular software system which can be executed in a distributed environment. In this article, we outline the incremental transformation process and give an overview of the development status of the transformation toolkit. In the first step of the transformation process, the software is categorized and a language-independent representation (model) of the application is generated by parsing and annotating the original source code. In a second step, this meta information is used to refactor the legacy code, e.g., by removing dependencies between classes or by replacing entire classes. In the code generation step, selected functionality of the legacy software is re- located to a remote server by extracting the interface of individual classes and by automatically generating RPC code to obtain a transparent software extension. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines our approach for rearchitecturing a business software and Section 3 introduces the toolkit which supports the incremental transformation of legacy software. Section 4 presents a case study in which classes of a legacy system are converted into remotely available services. Section 5 gives an overview of related transformation frameworks and Section 6 concludes the article.
Incremental transformation process
Business software systems support humans in the management of a business by providing suitable means for storing, editing and processing data and information related to the business and by governing the execution of the business processes. We consider the case of monolithic business software systems which consist of a single application program and a database system. The application program fulfills a variety of requirements. It provides a graphical or text-based user interface, formats and displays data, accepts and validates the user's inputs, implements the logic of the business processes, and interacts with the database.
We consider the generation of distributed business software starting from a monolithic legacy software system. The transformation is performed in an incremental process organized in several steps. In this section, we outline the transformation process paying regard to the challenges evoked by the monolithic architecture of the legacy software system, possible solutions, approaches, and technologies involved.
The incremental transformation process is divided into three basic steps: extraction, transformation, and generation, as shown in Figure 1 .
Extraction In the extraction step, the legacy code is converted into a software model. We use an intermediate model-oriented software representation during the transformation process which is called Flexible Software Representation (FSR). The FSR uses a metalanguage to represent the legacy software which is independent of the actual programming language. To generate the FSR, the source code is analyzed and categorized using predefined categories such as UI related code or database related code. An important challenge in this phase is the extraction of business processes and to make the workflow explicit. An explicit workflow allows the formalization of the business processes of a legacy system using WfMC 1 standards like XPDL. The legacy software can then be extended by integrating workflow engines such as Enhydra Shark, WfMOpen, and jBPM in order to process the standardized workflows.
Transformation It is a major goal of our research to perform most of the required steps during the transformation phase without modifying the code by hand. Thus, the transformation step is mostly performed at higher abstraction levels. All transformation operations are directly applied to the FSR. The FSR contains all the necessary information to provide the developer with several different views of the current transition state of the software model, like dependencies between classes and variables or more abstract UML diagrams. The developer uses this information to perform a stepwise transition of the software, i.e., making modifications based on the FSR. These modifications include
• common refactorings (rename, move, extract),
• filter operations to generate different versions of the legacy software (number of features), and
• extract and externalize operations which extract selected functions from the code and make them transparently accessible as remote services.
Each modification can be applied to the FSR, leading to a chain of FSRs. The final FSR is used to generate the actual source code for a target system and is called Target FSR (TFSR).
Generation In this last step, the code for the target system is generated from the TFSR. The code generation phase requires more custom code for a specific legacy software than the other steps. Depending on the target hardware and software architecture, the TFSR is transformed into compilable source code. It is important to indicate that most of the required code cannot be provided in advance, e.g., if the developer decides to migrate a software system from standard Java and Unix to Enterprise Java and Windows, glue code has to be written to embed the legacy classes into this environment. Therefore, it is crucial for a successful transformation approach to generate as much code as possible, e.g., using code templates. Before the generation process can be executed, the developer must select the configuration of the target system such as the software architecture, the operating system, and the libraries.
Transformation toolkit: TransFormr
To support the reengineering process we propose a transformation toolkit for an interactive reorganization of software. The toolkit guides the developer through all phases of the transformation process. The transformation process works on three different abstraction layers as illustrated in Figure 2 . The source code can be found in the bottom layer. The intermediate layer contains language-dependent abstract syntax trees (ASTs), and the architectural model of the legacy code is located at the top of the abstraction model. The languagedependent ASTs are temporary entities of the transformation process. In the extraction phase, the ASTs provide information about the structure of the source code used to categorize the legacy software. In the transformation and code generation phase, ASTs help to translate architectural changes to modifications of the source code, i.e., model-driven architectural transformations are compiled to AST transformation rules.
The rest of this section introduces the working method of the transformation toolkit TransFormr for each transformation step.
Extraction
In the initial step, the logical structure of the legacy software is extracted from the source code. The logical structure defines the architectural model described by the FSR. The initial input consists of many files in different subdirectories. The TransFormr toolkit uses a language transformation processor (LTP) to extract the FSR from the source code. The LTP builds languagedependent ASTs using the grammar of the program- ming language of the legacy code. Currently, the toolkit supports Java and Delphi as input languages. After building the ASTs, the FSR is generated by traversing each AST and applying predefined categorization rules.
In the extraction phase, TransFormr tries to exploit all available information to obtain the software model, e.g., the directory structure can be used to obtain a first abstract view. Currently, the LTP is implemented using the source transformation program TXL [4] . TXL is a functional programming language created to support code analysis and source transformation tasks. From each source file an intermediate representation file is generated. The FSR is assembled from these intermediate files. Since TXL can only parse one file at a time, resolving the type of variables requires multiple parser passes. In a first pass, all types of variables are replaced by their fully qualified name and in a second pass, TXL constructs the FSR. The structure of the FSR is outlined in Figure 3 and contains the following entities: The program represents the complete software system, its parts (packages), classes, and the relationships between them. It contains packages and is the entry point for each transformation operation. A package corresponds to a part of the software system and can contain further packages or classes. A class contains procedures and variables. The class description additionally includes information about the relations between classes, e.g., relations defined by generalization, realization, or aggregation. Some programming languages also allow nested classes, for example, anonymous classes and private inner classes of Java. These nested classes can also be captured in the FSR. Classes are only included in the FSR if their source code is part of the legacy software. System libraries or external libraries are only referenced by name. A procedure corresponds to a method of a class or a procedure in a procedural language. It consists of a name, a list of variables, a modifier, and a return value. Variables occur as parameters to procedures or to class constructors, as class member variables, as local variables inside procedures, or as global variables. The codeblock entity represents basic blocks, i.e., a group of statements delimited by curly brackets or begin/end statements. It has been incorporated into TransFormr to take account of variables with the same name but different scope within a procedure. The dependency entity denotes either a dependency on a variable or on a function call. Variable dependencies are abstractions of (read or write) accesses to local or other public member variables. A procedure dependency is added to the FSR for each procedure call statement.
As seen in Figure 3 , the FSR does not capture single statements, conditions, or loops. Therefore a migration between programming languages within code blocks is not possible with the current model. If such migration is required, the FSR has to be extended by a code model which covers every single statement, e.g., using JDT of Eclipse.
Transformation
TransFormr supports a number of basic and composite transformation operations. Examples of basic transformation operations are create, rename, and move. The create operation is used to create new entities, e.g., if the software expert decides to split a legacy module into new submodules. The rename operation can be applied to each FSR component (package, class, procedure, or variable) and the move operation moves entities to another position in the model, e.g., it can be used to move procedures from one class to another.
The basic transformations differ in terms of complexity, and the complexity of applying an operation also depends on the hierarchy level of the entity which is the target of the transformation. Let us consider the complexity of the rename and move operation. Renaming a variable or an entire class is fairly simple compared to moving this entity. The rename operation only ensures that the new name follows the coding conventions, avoids a name clash, and substitutes all occurrences of the name in the source tree. Moving an entity to another scope implies a deeper analysis of the source code. The move operation has to ensure correctness of the scopes which are target and source of the move operation as well as all entities which are dependent on them. As mentioned before, the complexity also increases by the scope level (granularity) of the entity to be transformed, e.g., it is harder to move a (member) method between classes than to move a class between packages.
These transformation operations are based on reengineering patterns which are introduced in [6] . More complex operations can be assembled using the basic operations, e.g., functions to apply a certain design pattern. An example of such a composite operation is the UML pattern substitution. The TransFormr toolkit enables the developer to inspect the logical structure of the system by generating UML diagrams. When applying a UML pattern substitution, parts (classes, dependencies, function names) of the current FSR are replaced by a defined target model if the FSR matches the specified UML pattern. Such a substitution within a software model can be used to simplify the transformation process (refactoring) or can help to extend the functionality of the software. In case that the FSR of the legacy software or any of its transition states does not provide the required source pattern, the developer must first utilize the refactoring tools of TransFormr to match the conditions. Figure 4 shows the Remote Adapter Pattern as an example of a UML substitution pattern. This pattern is used to substitute classes which are executed on the client side with classes that implement the same functionality but are executed on the server side. A more detailed discussion of the Remote Adapter Pattern is given in Section 4.
Although the transformations of the actual source code are only carried out when the target code is generated, the transformation rules have to be created during the transformation step. In order to apply these basic transformations, TransFormr generates TXL rule files from a set of pre-defined templates. A transformation operation for a specific programming language is associated with a number of TXL rule templates. Figure 5 presents such a rule-based transformation in which a Java class is translated into a new Java class to implement a defined interface. The TXL rule file (in the center) is generated from a template to meet the specific needs of this transformation, i.e., naming the source class and the interface.
Code generation
In the code generation phase the transformation operations are compiled into code modification rules in order to produce platform-dependent executable code. Similar to the code extraction phase, the source code, the grammar of the source language, and code modification rules are used by the LTP to generate the target code. TXL is also used as LTP in the code generation phase. The code modification rules are generated from information stored in the TFSR which contains the necessary references to the source code of the legacy software. In other words, the TFSR describes the target software architecture and stores all the necessary information to reuse software parts. TransFormr uses language-dependent rule patterns to generate transformation rules.
As mentioned above, TransFormr supports complex transformation operations such as the substitution of UML patterns. Substituting parts of the code is especially effective if most of the target code can be generated automatically. Therefore, the front-end of TransFormr also contains a template engine to generate source code from a defined set of templates. Code templates are provided for each transformation pattern, e.g., for the Remote Adapter Pattern. In order to generate the classes from these templates automatically, the developer specifies the required information which is specific to the pattern. In case of the remote adapter, the developer names the functions to be relocated and the names of the adapter classes.
Pattern-based transformation of legacy classes into remote services
In this section, we show how TransFormr can be used to relocate functions of legacy classes to remote servers. The relocation or externalization of functions of a software system is driven by different needs. Often legacy systems simply lack functionality which is provided by some external services (web service, database server) and which should be integrated. Other reasons for providing external services are increasing data safety (external database servers), enhancing data integrity (transaction protocol of a database, centralized data checking), or improving performance (using dedicated servers for computationally intensive tasks).
In this article, we focus on improving the performance of a legacy software system by integrating remote services. Thus, we present a case study in which a legacy class is extracted and relocated to a remote server by transparently binding the new code via RMI calls. This transformation can be done using the UML pattern substitution and the Remote Adapter Pattern which is depicted in Figure 4 . The source pattern consists of a legacy class called LegacyFeature which is realized by two implementations, LegacyImp1 and LegacyImp2. The transformation pattern assumes that LegacyImp2 is the implementation to be made available remotely.
In most of the cases, the legacy code does not provide a clean separation into LegacyFeature interface and its implementations. In these cases, the developer must extract the interface from classes and all subclasses. The 'extract interface' refactoring is implemented for Java by most IDEs such as Eclipse and Netbeans, and thus, TransFormr can utilize this API in case of Java. For Delphi and other object oriented languages, TransFormr has to be extended to support the 'extract interface' refactoring. Figure 6 shows an example for extracting an interface from a class where the developer wants to expose the functions calculate() and display() via the IFractal interface. The modification of the source code to implement the new interface is done with TXL as shown in Figure 5 .
When all conditions to apply the transformation pattern are met, TransFormr replaces the old legacy class LegacyImp2 with the LegacyRemoteAdapter that encapsulates the remote communication and hides the remote features from the legacy code. The LegacyRemoteAdapter contains the client-side code necessary for integrating the remote service. The remote service itself is realized by the RemoteLegacyFeatureProvider which can be implemented in different ways, e.g., as RMI server or as Java bean. All additional classes are generated using the template engine of TransFormr. Figure 7 shows a sample template for an adapter class using Java and RMI. The variables marked by '<< >>' are substituted by TransFormr. Most of these updates of template variables are replacements of identifiers. However, TransFormr also generates complete methods, e.g., <<AdapterFunction>> is replaced by the call to doWork which transparently redirects to doRemoteWork.
After the adapter code and the server code have been generated, TransFormr also replaces the code ref- Figure 6 . Extracting an interface in order to apply an UML pattern (Remote Adapter).
erences to class LegacyImp2 with the adapter class. If now the local client of the transformed legacy software calls method doWork on an instance of LegacyRemoteAdapter, the call is redirected to the server which performs the task and sends the result back to the client.
Related work
The problem of legacy software has always been relevant to software companies as well as to researchers. Reengineering or rearchitecturing of legacy code is a challenging task and may often fail [2] if not planned in detail. Several approaches to do reengineering have been proposed which aim at different abstraction levels and different software layers. Tools have been developed to help extracting or understanding the software architecture by visualizing its structure [11, 14] . The Object Management Group is working on interoperability standards for modernization tools (ArchitectureDriven Modernization) [1] . A two-step transformation process to change the software architecture has been presented in which the old architecture is extracted using special algebra which can be validated, visualized, and later transformed into modification rules [10] . Kazman et al. proposed the horseshoe model [9] as generic framework for program transformation. The framework consists of three processes: (1) architecture recovery, (2) architecture transformation, (3) code generation. An example for code-based reengineering as well as rearchitecturing using concepts of the horseshoe model is presented in [3] . A similar work categorizes and transforms a legacy software using TXL to convert the user interface [5] . A classification of schemas is given in [8] aiming to enable the interoperability of several integration technologies like CORUM II [9] . Reverse engineering plays an important role in understanding the system architecture, and choosing an architecture is a crucial task [12] . Successful software transformation approaches often follow the same pattern of restructuring the application. An introduction to common reengineering patterns which occur in transformation processes is given in [6] . The problem of validating the architectural design and its implementation can be handled by systems like DiscoTect [15] which monitors events and creates an Acme [7] description of the discovered architecture.
Conclusions
In this article, we have presented a framework for an iterative transformation process of business software systems. We have introduced the toolkit TransFormr which supports the developer in recovering the system's architecture, creating an architectural model, making modifications to the model, and generating code to create an enhanced and modular version of the old software. The work presented in this article is targeted but not limited to general business software, i.e., our approach could also help to transform other legacy applications. We have also shown how the toolkit can be used to externalize functionality of legacy software by using UML patterns to replace parts of the legacy code. Future work aims at new techniques to modify the architectural model by evaluating new refactorings and by adding new pattern-based substitution rules.
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